DRAYSON TECHNOLOGIES
CASE STUDY
Drayson Technologies develops innovative energy harvesting
technology with CST Studio Suite

Challenge:

A dual-band, high-gain antenna needed to be
integrated into an Internet of Things sensor
network, while making sure that the antenna is
compact enough to fit into the device.

Dassault Systèmes Response:

Drayson Technologies used CST Studio Suite in order
to design this antenna. The combination of all the
different solvers in one user interface meant that
they could use the best solver for each application.

Results:
Drayson Technologies were able to create a
harvester to recharge the battery of the sensor
network. Using CST Studio Suite means that this
technology can now also be implemented in other
devices and customer products and tailored to each
specific application.

A COMPACT SMART SENSOR FOR MONITORING
AIR POLLUTION INCORPORATING FREEVOLT™
RF ENERGY HARVESTING
Drayson Technologies is an Internet of Things platform
company focused on developing digital health and
environmental sensor networks that generate actionable
insights to improve people’s lives and deliver value to
business and government customers.
CleanSpace is an IoT sensor network to monitor air pollution
developed by Drayson Technologies. CleanSpace is now
the largest air quality monitoring network for pollution

Figure 1: The CleanSpace Tag monitors air pollution and includes
Freevolt RF Energy Harvesting technology.

and temperature, combining readings from open-source
environmental stations (mostly governmental) and
CleanSpace™ Tags, which are mobile personal air pollution
sensors that pair with a user’s CleanSpace App or a dedicated
gateway to channel the readings to Drayson Technologies’
cloud services. The CleanSpace Tag’s CO accuracy has been
scientifically tested by the National Physical Laboratory in
the UK.
The CleanSpace Tag (Figure 1) includes a carbon monoxide
sensor, temperature sensor, and Bluetooth® connectivity
to allow it to connect to a smartphone. These components
all need power. Traditional power technologies – either
recharging using cables, or swapping out batteries – require
the user to monitor the device and charge it regularly. Drayson
Technologies uses its proprietary Freevolt technology to
help address the power challenge for the CleanSpace Tags.

“Our customers want to integrate our
Freevolt technology into their own
products as fast as possible. By using
CST Studio Suite we are able to respond
quickly and produce custom solutions
tailored to customer requirements.”
— Lord Drayson, Chairman & CEO, Drayson Technologies

Figure 2: Feed (left) and patch (right) for the Freevolt antenna
inside the CleanSpace tag.

RECHARGE THE BATTERY OF AN IOT SENSOR
DEVICE
Freevolt is a proprietary wireless charging technology
developed by Drayson Technologies. Freevolt is an innovative,
patented and patent-pending wireless charging technology
that uses wireless radio frequency (RF) harvesting of existing
wireless and broadcast transmissions to trickle charge the
sensor devices when sufficient RF density is available, and
inductive power transfer (IPT) for high power applications.
The Freevolt antenna inside the CleanSpace tag is needed
to be a dual-band and high-gain antenna, while also being
compact enough to integrate into the device (Figure 2). In
order to design this antenna, Drayson Technologies used
CST Studio Suite®. In Figure 3, the radiation pattern of the
Freevolt antenna is presented.
CST Studio Suite combines all its different solvers in one user
interface. This meant that we were able to use the best solver
for each application: for example, the Time Domain Solver for
high-frequency simulations such as designing CleanSpace
tag or the Bluetooth antenna, but easily transfer to the
Frequency Domain Solver for low-frequency simulations of
inductive power transfer. GPU acceleration made it possible
to simulate the entire tag efficiently, speeding up simulation
time and saving money.

Figure 4: Exploded image of the CleanSpace tag, showing the Freevolt
antenna, communication antenna and onboard electronics.

Figure 3: Radiation pattern of the Freevolt antenna inside the CleanSpace tag.

Drayson Technologies were able to create a harvester
that can harvest RF energy when enough RF power
density is available to recharge the battery of the
CleanSpace Tag (Figure 4). The Freevolt technology can
now also be implemented in other devices and customer
products. To tailor it to each specific application, Drayson
Technologies again use CST Studio Suite: the range of
supported formats, such as STEP, GERBER and DXF, allow
a wide range of customer models to be imported and
simulated and GPU acceleration means that analysis and
optimization of the antenna can be done quickly. All this
helps Drayson Technologies fit Freevolt technology into
customers’ design workflows.

ABOUT DRAYSON TECHNOLOGIES
Drayson Technologies is an Internet of Things platform
company focused on developing digital health and
environmental sensor networks that generate actionable
insights to improve people’s lives and deliver value to
business and government customers.
Drayson Technologies Group HQ is based in London and
the business has offices in Oxford, Mexico City and San
Francisco. Drayson Technologies is led by former PowderJect
CEO and Science Minister Lord Paul Drayson, the Drayson
Technologies team has built multiple £500m + technology
businesses over the past 15 years and combines experience
in data, digital IT & wireless technology with experience in
the regulated health technology discovery & development
process. The team has IPO and international public company
experience over many years and is advised by an eminent
Scientific Advisory Board chaired by Professor Sir John Bell.
For more information, please visit
www.draysontechnologies.com
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A DEVICE THAT CAN HARVEST RF ENERGY WHEN
SUFFICIENT RF POWER DENSITY IS AVAILABLE

